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the industry-standard plugin for aligning audio, vocalign pro 5 takes two separate vocal
performances and effortlessly aligns their timing in seconds. don't waste your time manually

tightening vocals, vocalign saves hours of tedious editing so you can focus on what's
important, being creative, and hitting deadlines. the vocalign project 3 is the latest version of

the vocalign plug-in, the perfect tool for getting the timing in your vocals matched to
perfection. it has a wide range of settings and is ideal for any type of audio editing you might

be asked to do. vocalign project 3 is the tool of choice for any audio editor who wants to
align audio as quickly and as easily as possible. with over 75 new features and a whole host

of workflow enhancements, it can be used on either a mac or a pc. it has something for
everyone and is the perfect tool for any audio editing job. if you are performing any type of
audio editing you will know how frustrating it can be to have an imperfect vocal track. if you
can hear the double or harmony, vocalign will be able to match the timing in seconds and

will only use your voice where its required. you can also manually adjust the frequency and
time of the vocals in order to increase or decrease the amount of vocal used in the track. if

you cant hear the vocals, then you can use the other controls to make them more prominent
or just use a separate track. vocalign project 3 features a tightness control to tell you exactly

how tight the vocals need to be. vocalign project 3 features over 75 new features, the
easiest time alignment in the world and a tightness control to tell you exactly how tight the

vocals need to be. the program will be able to understand and use your voice where it should
be used and will only use your voice where its needed. you can also manually adjust the

frequency and time of the vocals in order to increase or decrease the amount of vocal used
in the track.
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vocalign can also be used to easily adjust the time and pitch of one audio signal to another.
the plugin comes in handy when making voiceovers, or when you need to perfectly

synchronize the timing of two voices or voices and instruments in a song. users can also
easily align two tracks for remixing or for the mixing process. the tool can be used as a

standalone application, as well as a vst plugin for major daws. it can also be used for free,
but premium edition of the software has a few extra features. you can also use the program
to easily adjust the time and pitch of one audio signal to another. the plugin comes in handy
when making voiceovers, or when you need to perfectly synchronize the timing of two voices
or voices and instruments in a song. users can also easily align two tracks for remixing or for
the mixing process. vocalign is available as a standalone application, as well as a vst plugin
for major daws. it can be used for free, but premium edition of the software has a few extra
features. you can use the program to easily adjust the time and pitch of one audio signal to
another. the plugin comes in handy when making voiceovers, or when you need to perfectly

synchronize the timing of two voices or voices and instruments in a song. users can also
easily align two tracks for remixing or for the mixing process. vocalign is available as a

standalone application, as well as a vst plugin for major daws. it can be used for free, but
premium edition of the software has a few extra features. the plugin comes in handy when
making voiceovers, or when you need to perfectly synchronize the timing of two voices or
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voices and instruments in a song. users can also easily align two tracks for remixing or for
the mixing process. vocalign is available as a standalone application, as well as a vst plugin
for major daws. it can be used for free, but premium edition of the software has a few extra
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